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Marks

Answer a/i questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Write any four application of mobile communication.

2. What is GSM ?

3. Which is the cable replacement protocol of blue tooth ?

4. Write any two types of VPN.

5. Which channel allocation method is used to allocate separate qpace to users ?

(5x2: l0)

PART - B

(Maximwn madrs : 30)

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 mad6.

1. Explain the working of a cellular system and its advantages.

2. Explain the @uency division multiple irccess and time division multiple acce$s

in detail.

3. Briefly explain the handover procedure in cellular systefiL

4. Explain the applications of a satellite systein.

5. Write down and explain the advantages .of Wireless LAN.

6. Explain tlre infrared and radio ftnsmission in detail.

7. Write short notes on CDMA 2000. (5x6:30)
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PART - C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fi;ill question from each rmit. Each full question carries 15 marla.)

UNrr __ I

(a) Explain the appications of mobile computing in detail.

(b) Explain Hidden & Exposed, Near and Far Terminals.

(a) Explain SDMA and CDMA in detail.

O) Compare SDMA, FDMA, TDMA and CDMA.

. UNrr - II

Explain the GSM architecture and services in detail with neat diagram.

Explain GEO, LEO, MEO and its advantages and disadvantages.

UNrr - III

Explain the architecture of IEEE 802.11 in detail with neat diagram.

Explain blue tooth architech:re and applications in detail with neat diagram .

UNrr - IV

(a) Write a short note on WLL.

(b) Write short note on VPN.

On

(a) Write short notes on Mobiie Operating systems.

O) Explain Wimax and WiFI.
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